Morley reports U.S. affairs

"My grip with newspapers today is that they write of the number of men who burn their draft cards, not more than ten, and all about the many who can't," said John Morley in his opening remarks at the Engineering Week banquet last Saturday night.

Morley, a free-lance newspaper reporter and platform speaker, was in good form as he presented his observations on world affairs in what he called an attempt to balance the picture given by the mass news media.

Prior to his formal talk, Morley charged that the latest San Luis Obispo newspaper, had called the college in an effort to impose its reputation. "This newspaper," he stated, "is part of a small newspaper chain that has for some time attempted to discredit me."

Morley said he went on to challenge anyone in the room on his campus and prove whether or not he is telling the truth.

Returning to his speech, Morley said, "Communism is not the most important problem which bypassed peace." There are other problems, population, hunger, exploitation of human labor, and the "United States can be proud of its effort to reduce and contain these problems."

"The United States was the first of many global problems considered by Morley. "The time was when we had less than four or five wars. Now there are only four or five countries which are not friends." He went on to say that the United States plugged for the successful election of the new president of Venezuela, Luis A. Lopez. It stopped Fidel Castro and helped prevent the Communists from gaining control of the valuable Venezuelan oil fields, "an eyegaping of being drawing," Morley added, and the Communists, by the Lebanon election were turned back in Chile, the Dominican Republic, and Brazil.

"For added as a footnote, that defeat also is

"It may be surprising as can be seen in Asia where the United States did not take the ad
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"The next step in Morley's vigorous

"The next step in Morley's vigorous world tour was the Atlantic to Berlin, Germany, which he called the Communist place of showdown. When the Berlin wall was constructed, physically dividing the former German empire, the first reaction of Americans was to tear it down. But now the wall may be a "messing in disguise, for it is the end of the Communist defeat."

Morley complained that every time one person defects to the story with 80 point headlines. But over 100,000 people in other direction, creating not a ripple."

"It was Morley's charge that the Vietnamese in South-East Asia is an exceptional and 'in-depth' view of the true situation in Southeast Asia. Student admission price is 60 cents, tickets for the public cost $1."

TRAN VAN DINH TO SPEAK

Red strategy explained

Mr. Tran van Dinh, presently the chief editor of the United States, will lecture on the "Strategy and Tactics of the Communists in South-East Asia" next Wednesday, March 9, at 8 p.m. in the Little Theatre.

Mr. Tran van Dinh was educated at the Hoa Hao College and Honoi University. As an accomplished linguist, he speaks fluent English, French, Thai, Laos and Chinese.

During World War II, Mr. Tran van Dinh took part in the guerrilla resistance against the Japanese occupiers. In 1945 he became a brigadier general and chief of staff of the Vietnamese Liberation Army.

In 1946, Mr. Tran van Dinh joined the Fourth Estate as a staff member of the English-language newspaper "Liberty" in Bangkok, Thailand. A few years later he became the Vietnamese at the Vietnamese Embassy in Bangkok.

During 1946, Mr. Tran van Dinh became director of Information in Vietnam and assumed a cabinet seat in the Vietnamese government.

Three years later he served as a Vietnamese ambassador to the United States after Madame Nhu's father resigned.

Mr. Tran van Dinh promised to present an exception and 'in-depth' view of the true situation in South-East Asia. Student admission price is 60 cents, tickets for the public cost $1."

Air Conditioning students present display in L.A.

The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Department held the only educational display at the Western Air Conditioning, Heating, Ventilating and Refrigeration Conference.

The exhibit was held Feb. 26-28 in Los Angeles by the Western Air Conditioning Industry Association.

Three displays were handled by the air conditioning students: Mr. Keif coordinated the exhibit presentation for the air conditioning department.

The displays included a building heat pump simulator and a bulb which is a device that simulates the apparent motion of the sun. The bulb is used as an educational device. Air conditioning students. Mr. Keif coordinated the exhibit presentation for the air conditioning department.

The displays included a building heat pump simulator and a bulb which is a device that simulates the apparent motion of the sun. The bulb is used as an educational device.
Red Cross careers available to students

An American National Red Cross personnel recruiter is on campus today interviewing candidates for career positions with the worldwide organization.

Gerald Van Gendert, assistant director of Personnel Services for the Western Area Office of the American Red Cross, will be at the Cal Poly Placement Office reviewing employment applicants and discussing Red Cross career possibilities with graduating students.

"The American National Red Cross urgently needs young men and women to serve in the Armed Forces throughout the world," said Van Gendert. "Prospects will be given to college graduates qualifying in the fields of social sciences and recreation."

Van Gendert added that the candidates must be willing to serve anywhere in the world, especially Southeast Asia. A minimum service requirement in the U.S. is three months, but if the student wants to serve in the Far East he would be assigned to either Japan, Hawaii, Okinawa, the Philippines or Vanuatu.

The recruiter said he would be interviewing young men and women interested in serving the Armed Forces in both the U.S. and overseas. Young men are needed as enlistment field category, and military installations. Young women are needed as social workers and recreation workers in military hospitals in the U.S. and overseas. In the Red Cross, opportunities exist in Vanuatu and Vanuatu.

Dr. James rates high at Health Center

Popular doctor among Health Center patients, Dr. Arthur James, M.D., is being interviewed by students, with an emphasis on athletes, at the American University in Washington, D.C. Last year, he was assigned to the U.S. Army hospitals in the Far East.

Since his 10 years at Poly, his experience includes many historical situations for the college. Dr. James is the first physician to have worked with the Red Cross urgently needs young men and women to serve in the Armed Forces throughout the world. In 1966, the football team visited a surprise death and a trophy presentation for the team.

When asked about his most memorable experience, Dr. James replied, "As a sports medicine expert, I have had the pleasure of meeting many fine athletes, including the great basketball player Wilt Chamberlain."

The recruiter said he would be interviewing young men and women interested in serving in the Armed Forces in both the U.S. and overseas. Young men are needed as enlistment field category, and military installations. Young women are needed as social workers and recreation workers in military hospitals in the U.S. and overseas. In the Red Cross, opportunities exist in Vanuatu and Vanuatu.

AIA seminar held

A seminar on improving environment was presented by the American Institute of Architects (AIA) student chapter Friday, Feb. 18.

The seminar was entitled "No Program for California." Guest speakers presenting their views were Frank Gerster, president of AIA Santa Barbara chapter; Reginald B. Crowell, Jr., on housing; and planning commission; Larry Anderson, member of AIA; and Jill Nordeman, liaison officer of the Santa Barbara chapter.

The four forces the panel felt were most important to improving our environment are; planning, an enlightened government promoting the interest and leadership of the business community, using skills of architects, engineers and design professionals, and stimulating public opinion.

The final panel on the seminar was entitled "The Evolution of a Design Philosophy," with participants Richard Pearsall and H. Charles Frank, president.
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Continuation schools lower dropout rates

By Associated Press

A total of 20,000 pupils in Los Angeles, the continuation schools is very well attended by the teachers and staff. The schools are well equipped and staffed with experienced teachers. The students are given individual attention and are encouraged to continue their education.

---

Girls or boys? 'Mod' clothes don't tell; styles from London 'instant success'

By Associated Press

The London fashion industry has created a new look called 'mod,' which has been widely adopted by young people around the world. The 'mod' look is characterized by colorful, bright colors and patterns, and is often associated with rock and roll music.

---

Panel to discuss press in the court

Rigina Delta Chi, Cal Poly's chapter of the professional journalistic society, is holding a panel discussion on Wednesday, March 2, at 9 p.m. in the Whitt Dining Hall. The topic of the panel discussion is "Is the Press in the Court House Today?" Covered by Cucumter, the magazine on campus, will present a discussion panel for the members of the older generation. The discussion will open to all students at no cost, and will begin at 8 p.m.
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Architecture under accreditation study

The five-year architectural program at Cal Poly is under examination by the National Architectural Accreditation Board (NAAB). If the program is approved, not only will students receive the Bachelor of Architecture degree, but the five-year program will be recognized toward obtaining a state license.

On campus representing NAAB is Walter Sanders, dean of the school of architecture from the University of Washington, and Robert Data, dean of architecture at the University of Michigan. Sanders, who was recognized as a prestigious architect from Detroit, has participated in discussions from the late summer.

Recommendations from the commission representing the architecture department in the late summer.

The architecture—curriculum is in operation three years will graduate the second class this June.

No Add-Drop card for Spring term

"The familiar, grading, multi­
section schedule will not be used for program changes Spring Quarterly. This news has been released by Gerald Hol­ley, who has announced the Spring Design student will be pre­

The first student will be presented a card at registration, providing his name, student number, major, and resi­
dence status. When a student wishes to add or drop a class, he will present this card to the in­
structor, who will copy the infor­
mation on his class lists.

The cards will be returned to the student. The instructor will be notified by the registrar's office and will remove the cards from the register's office and will be the official list.

There are three advantages to the new system," Holley said. "First the system will make the procedure much simpler for the student. There will be no delivery dates to meet, as there have been in the past. Second, the in­
structor will have complete con­
trol over the enrollment in his classes. Also this will eliminate 'lost' cards. Third, this system will be a more accurate procedure and will be a more accurate method of recording all classes a student is taking.

Sanders added, "Students may not easily add, drop, or switch classes, as the instructor can read the printed information."
Cal Poly wrestlers win fourth straight crown

by Dave Taxis

Establishing perhaps the most important, wrestling dynasty in California is no mean feat. Cal Poly's CCAA champions have earned their laurels during the past four seasons. This year the Mustangs have won their fifth straight conference title. Their 120 points outdistanced Fresno State's 98 to earn their 100th point in the conference. Following Fresno in total points were: San Diego State (39), Cal State Long Beach (31), Cal Poly (28), Aganoa (24), and Valley State (50).

The 1965 victory marked the fourth straight year that Cal Poly has won the season-ending tournament. It also marked the fourth consecutive year Fresno has taken second place. The scoring was seven out of eleven titles. The Mustangs have won the last two straight conference championships. It also marked the fourth consecutive year Fresno has taken second place.

Mike Herron beat two rugged opponents before losing to Fresno's Steve Johnson. Johnson's performance was tremendous. Coach Van Houten by his stubbornly, started following Mike's routines. Rorer was started with Johnson at 6-5 in the final period before the NCAA championships. Herron got a take-down for the win.

Dean Hilger, who has wrestled men 19-12 pounds heavier than him all year, demolished the two Fresno wrestlers. Hilger pinned both for eight points.

Saddled Tony Tignor went up on weight to 215 pounds and barely lasted as he struggled through Fresno's Mike Reiner. The superb troops of Coach Hitchcock now await an important exhibition by SAC (Student Affairs Council) concerning funds for their trip to San Diego State College in December. The MAA College division champions.

Last year the Mustangs placed second behind Massachusetts in their highest finish ever at the Colorado School of Mines, Denver, Colorado, Portland State with a 22-10 decision over Cal Poly to its credit this year, he recently entered the NCAA college division, and will go on to some of their stiffest competition.

The first four finishings in the collegiate wrestling nationals at the University of Arizona's following week at Iowa State University (Ames, Iowa), in America's battle of wrestling.

The victory, their 15th of the season, is their highest finish ever at the Colorado School of Mines, Denver, Colorado, Portland State with a 22-10 decision over Cal Poly to its credit this year. It recently entered the NCAA college division, and will go on to some of their stiffest competition.
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Colt cagers beat Fresno

Coach Jack Parkinson's freshman cagers ambushed Fresno State Bulldogs on their own court, 60-52, Thursday night to close their 1965 campaign as one of the "winnings" Colt teams in 50 seasons.
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Mustang racketmen capture first match of year against UCSB, 7-2

Polly's varsity tennis team got their second test of team competition tomorrow afternoon when they host the U.C. Santa Barbara Gaucho's for a 3 p.m. match.

The Mustangs under Coach Ed Jorgenson, opened their 1981 season last Tuesday afternoon with a 7-2 triumph over the Westmont Warriors and then completed for individual honors this past weekend at a tournament in the Lancaster Golf course.

Against Westmont the Mustangs dominated the entire show, winning five of their six singles matches and two of three of the doubles contests.

Polly Anderson, Jim Williams, Frank Sanchez, Gary Cunningham, and Richard MacKiley won the singles victory for the home school with Williams, Cunningham, and MacKiley winning in straight sets.

In the doubles, Mike Meadows and Dan Barry looked to trip those Warrior opponents, 6-3, 6-1, while Williams and MacKiley lost.

Poly Ski Club

The Cal Poly Ski Club is planning a today trip to Squaw Valley during the quarter break. For more information please attend tomorrow night’s meeting.

VARSITY

At the head of the class in comfort

NEW at SAGA...

Tuffle Tie-Tacs and Tie Bars in Sterling Silver. Discreet and very masculine, perfect supplement to your Ernst Tie in knit, stripes, Paisley or the new Big-and-bold—also in wide selection of SAGA.

1131 CHORKO STREET

Poly drops last contest

Fresno—Winning up their season the hard way, the Mustangs were dropped last Friday in the Nippon champion Fresno State B. H. S. boys' 10-3.

Going against the Bulldogs without their regular Bill Howe, the Mustangs finished up with a 25 California Collegiate Athletic Association win-loss mark and an overall of 1-15-0.

The Mustangs made a battle of it for the first 15 minutes as the score was tied six times and the lead changed twice when the Bulldogs went ahead to stay at 24-14, Fresno State that moved out front for a 4-0 halftime lead. Polly didn't allow for two minutes before the second half as Polly cutter Lenore Hughey scored on a drive to the basket in a 3-2 lead and the Mustangs trailed for the balance of the game. Hughey collected 19 points for the night, 21 of them in the second half. He also pulled down 12 rebounds.

Polly's Mike LaHusche shared second honors with Paula's Randy Thompson each with 10 points. Senior Norm Ann Eastman was named the 11th and John Martin got 15.

U.S. CURRENCY HONORED

El Mustang
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For the second time in the history of this college, Founder’s Day will be observed with special programs.

The last special Convocation was held in 1955, the fifth anniversary of the school. Now let us call an assembly of all the people and the institution to present a new calendar for 1965.
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